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THE MARCONI- MARINE RECEIVER

TYPE- 352.

In order that a marine receiver shall be of the greatest service,' twd pOints have to be

. carefully' cOltsidered :- .

1. It must be compact.

2. It 111l1stbe simple in operation ..

In view of the extended waverange on which marine communication is now carried
out, the Marine Receiver type 352 has been designed, together with a note filter which is of
great flse in separating tlte desired signal from others not desired, particularly at the

longer wavelengths, and a separate heterodyne oscillator for reception' of C.W. trans
mission.

The c0'?1'Pleie~qflipme1lt to be describ~d below con~ists of a two-valve receiver, type 352,
a separate heterodyne type 357, and a note filt!!r type 358. Tlte receiver is capable of
reception on all wavelengths from IS metres to 20,000 metres" and the separate heterodyne
possesses a wavelength range of from 200 to 22,~00 metres.

THE receiver type 352 emplo.ys .two ya~ves, one as an os~illa~ing.det~ctor. andone as a low frequency amphfier .. A dIagram of connectIons ISgIven In FIg. I.
Either 2, 4 or 6-volt valves can'be t\tilised as desired, although a :i-volt supply

is recommended. :The high 'tension Voltage should be of the order of 72 volts.

Tuning 'is carried out by means of a set of induction coils and a variable con
denser. On the short waves, Le., from 15 to 200 metres, special plug-i,n inductances
are employed, fixed inductance coils being used for the longer waves, the correct coil
being selected by means of a switch.

The tuning condenser consists of two parts, one part having ~ maximum value
?f .001 mfd. and the other a value of '00015 mfd.

The moving plates o,fboth t~e parts ~re connected to the rotating spindle which
is earthed. The fixed plates of both parts are connected byway of a special switch
to the grid of the detector valve, the appropriate set of fixed plates being connected
for either long or short waves.

Reaction control isobtained.by melttls of a variable condenser connected between
the plate of the detector valvel!-nd a reaction coil, coupled to the grid circuit' of the
detector valve. .

The detector valve output is coupled. to the low frequency. valve by an L.F.
transformer. Low resistance telephones must be employed, a ·s~ita.ble telephone
transformer being incorporated in' the set,' and across the secondary" of this t'rans~



The Marconi Marine Receivel. 1"ype 352.

former is connected a high resistance c~nnected as a potentiometer, which provides
an effective means of varying the volume of the output.

A three-electrode or pentode valve can be used as the low frequency amplifying
valve, a pentode valve being employed only when the service necessitates increased
amplification. Normally the output from a triode will suffice, the amplification
obtained being enough for ship board requirements. A rejector circuit is incorporated
in the 'aerial circuit, and its function is to redute interference on 600 and 1,000 metres.
This circuit can be shorted by means of a switch when not required.

FIG. I.

Two additional terminals are added to the receiver, and these permit the ad(! lion
of a note filter, and are normally shorted by means of a link when the note till d is
not in use. A milliammeter is connected in the plate circuit of the detector ~l1ld
indicates whether the detector is oscillating or not, and also determines if the det, ctor
valve has normal emission. A plug-in type of crystal is provided for emerg'lley
requirements.

Operation.
The operation and adjustment of this receiver will be found to be extn ncly

simple. The valves are switched on by means of the II on/off" switch. The po, lion
of this switch is shown by-an indicator in the small window on the face of the iL lru
ment.

The required waverange is selected by means of the multiple switch, or il the
case of short waves by the correct plug-in coil. The aerial coupling switch is c :t to
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"5," " M " or " L," according as short, medium or long wave waves are to be
received. It should be noted that in the" L " or long wave position the switch con·,
nects the grid of the detector valve and the .001 tuning condenser to the inductance
switch unit, and also connects the .00015 tondenser in series with the aerial and the
grid of the detector valve. '

In the" M " or medium wave position the connections of the .001 mfd. tuning
'condenser and the grid remain the same, but a further .00004 mfd. condenser is
placed in series with the .0001 mfd. condenser in the aerial circuit. In the If M "
position the signal strength will be reduced, but the selectivity increased. For short
waves, when the switch is in position" 5," the grid of the detector valve and the
.00015 mfd. variable tuning condenser are connected to the valve holder. On short
waves it will be noted that the aerial is not directly connected to the detector grid.
Reception is made possible by means of the capacity existing in the swit~h.

Having placed the aerial coupling switch to a suitable setting, the tuning con
denser should be set to the required wave. Next, adjust the reaction condenser
until the receiver is in its most' sensitive state and keeping the most sensitive
adjustment, search for the desired station. The rejector circuit, which covers waves
from approximately 300-1,200 metres, is brought into use by the rejector switch, and
by manipulating the rejector condertser interference from broadcast or beacon stations
can be greatly reduced. It should' be noted that after the rejector has been brought
into use it is desirable to slightly readjust the tuning and/or reaction condensers.

; \ Adjustment of the L.T. resistance assists in obtaining, smooth reaction free from
threshold howl, particularly on the short waves. The volume control enables strong
signals to be reduced in strength whilst maintaining tuning and reaction
adjustments.

Crystal reception can be obtained when the crystal holder is 'plugged into
sockets marked" crystal "and the telephones connected to the terminals marked

, "Emergency phones." The crystal contact should be adjusted for best results,
and timing adjustments may have to be modified slightly.

A diagram of connections of ~he receiver is given in Fig. 1.

Note Filter Type 358.
For the separation of long wave f.:.W. stations which cannot easily be obtained

by high frequency selectivity, a note filter has been designed.

In principle the note filter depends upon the selection of a particular low fre
quency note, say of 1,000 cycles frequency, in preference to any other low frequency
note. .
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Technical Description.
The instrument consists of a front panel together

are mounted the component parts of the three-stage;
a cast aluminium box and is designed to conform in gell'
and separate heterodyne which will be described later.

The H.T. and L.T. terminals are on the right hal
no telephone terminals on the note filter as it is UllnCCl'
from their terminals on the receiver when the note tilt,

FIG. 2.

LT.

U.•.

H.T.+

H.t-

The,method of obtaining the low frequency selectivity is by the use of three stages
of low frequency tr!insformers, the secondary of the transformer being tuned in each
case to the required low frequency note. '

The note filter maybe tuned to accept any note from "pproximutely 800 to I,200
cycles. '

The note filter is specially designed to be~mployed II connection with the type
352 receiver described above, and is suitable for working' IIeither 2, 40r6-volt valves,
the anode voltage being of the order of 72 volts:.". ,,"

"ji'{:;

!:, ',/ ','.- .,>,.';;.', ,"','1"';',";

'The .Mareoni ,Ma;~'neRecdver:: Type 352,
, I

A switchis mounted..on the front panel of thc 1,

marked II in," II off " and II out." When the switch i,
filter follows the low frequency valve of, the 352 rec'
the filaments of the valve of the note filter are disc,

supply, but there is no through circuit from the rcc,
telephones.
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FIG. 3,
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In the position II out" the filaments of the valves of the note filter'remain
disconnected but a through circuit is arranged between the' telephones and the '",
receiver. , .

On the left hand 5ide of thenote filter is a filament rheostat which may be used

for controlling the amount of amplific~tion, and also the selectivity of the ~ote filter:

. The three tuned transformers have impregnated winc!!ngs of comparatively low
resistance together with an iron can; choke which may be inserted at any desired
distance in the transformer core. " A suitable position for the core having been
found it may be clamped by means of the three screws provided: The reason for
using a variable core is to obtain sharply tuned transformers,!\t the frequency of
approximately 1,000 cycles withoutthc use of expensive variable condensers of 1a.rg~

AEo---r-l (.o-J , i, I
,., I

c;\pacity. Each circuit may be tuned separately, but the best results are not always
obtained until careful adjustments are carried out after approximate tuning has
been performed on all three stages~ To facilitate movement of the iron cores without
disturbance, to the valves or to ,any other part of the note filter, C1: nut is'soldered on
to the end of each moveable core. When adjusting the transformers a piece of the
correct sized studding about 5 in. or 6 in. long may be inserted in these nuts and
helps considerably the fine adjustment of the cores without disturbance of any other
p"rt of the note filter,

On the shorter wavelengths, pa~tula~ly 400 or 500 metres, the 'note filter may
not be found to be of very great'help in separation of stations, due to instability on the
part of the transmitting station, or of the local oscillator, but on the longer waves if
should prove of very great assistance. A diagram of connections of the note filter is
given in Fig. 2.
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Local Oscillator Type 357.

The separate heterodyne t)'fe 357 has been specially designed for use with the
receiver type 352, The wave range is from 200 to 22,000 metres. This range is
covered in five' stages, a multiple switch se,ects the desired wave-band.

Final adjustment of wave length is,tfen obta lied by a calibrated variable
condenser: Calibration curves are supplied with C;Ih hcterodyne.

A simple oscillatory circuit is employed, in SI <:11 a manner that the required
amount of energy, for best reception, is transfern to the receiver by mean~ of a
coupling capacity. This coupling capacity is locatcd within thc heterodyne.

A large high frequency choke is arranged, tOgt hcr with a decoupling condcnser,
to prevent any back coupling to the receiver via tll< battery or battery leads.

FIG. 4.

An on/off switch is provided so that thc I ,tcrodync may be swill llcd off
during the reception of spark or I.C.W. transmissiol

Technical Description.

The components of the separate heterodyne al mounted entirely on a, alum
inium panel, and the complete unit is fitted into a Ct l aluminium box.

The high tension and low tension terminals pi jcct through a slot in t\ " right
hand side of the box.

The wave range switch is situated in the uppcr 'IJrtion of the box. Thi switch
mounting is of robust construction and of sufficient, ',: to carry the five sets 01 tlllling
and reaction coils. The control knob is situ;,d at the top centre IJr the
panel. A pointer attached to the knob indicat" the location of the swil h, and
a device is incorporated in the sw.itchto ensure dcllli ,: contacts.

The tuning condenser is situated in the cent I of the lower half of t I, ' panel
immediately below the knob controlling the wavc r, Ige switch.
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A shelf, mounted in front of the wave range switch, supports the valve holder
and the anti~upling choke.

The on/off switch is connect~d in the positive filament .lead and fitted in
the centre of the panel. ' '

, The separate heterodyne is for use on C.W. signals only.
) , .

A calibration chart is supplied with each heterodyne.- This chart shows five
curves corresponding to the five wave ranges on the wave range switch. To obtain
any desired wavelength, it is necessary td ascertain first from the calibration chart the
position for the wave range switch, and then set the condenser to the value shown on
the curve to correspond to the desired wavelength.

The receiver may now be adjusted to the desired wavelength, and' as soon
as the required station has been tuned in; the filament switch of the heterodyne
should be set to the" on •• position. If all adjustments are now correct, a hetero
dyned note should be obtained in the telephones. The reaction condenser on the
receiver must therefore be set back just below the oscillation point. A clear
C.W. signal should now be heard, and the heterodyne condenser may be varied to give
any note which the operator prefers for reading. There are two points on the scale

, a few degrees either side of the" blind spot" which give this note. Where interfer
ence is experienced at one point; the heterodyne should be adjusted to the alternative

,setting. .'L

A careful readjustment of the reaction condenser on the receiver to a position
just below the oscillation point, should, now give a very considerable increase iJ.1
signal strength.

:\ diagram of connections of the local oscillator type 352 are shown in Fig. 3, and
a photograph of the complete installation showing the receiver type 35~, the l()CaI
oscillator type 357 and the note filter type 358, is given in Fig. 4. .
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